Ultimos Noticias
Game 11 March 2010

This month has seen an escalation of the confrontation between
the Southern factions and the Sons of Minerva.
The Partido De Unidad forces have bypassed the main defence
line at Delgur by landing commandoes at Lojas. The village was
undefended but the stocks of goods were destroyed by the
raiders before they were withdrawn. A clever attack designed
to deny the Sons of Minerva the production from that month. The
attackers suffered no losses in the raid.
The Molteni have advanced towards Delgur and used their 105 mm
guns to bombard the defenders of the village. While the guns
are capable weapons that can inflict heavy damage the training
of the attackers was shown to be less than full. Forward
observation seems to have failed to direct fire and the
bombardment was scattered and caused little serious loss but
quite a bit of collateral damage. Despite an attempt by the
Sons of Minerva at some counter battery fire the Molteni forces
suffered no losses.
Jason’s Bit
Quite a bit happening with the game this month.
Firstly there is the training update.
You can now order three types of training at the same location and tell
the camp how many and what type of unit you want trained.
The turn sheets have been updated and are ready for download off the Web
site. This gives you a great deal of flexibility when you order training.
I have also revised the Illegal activity. It should be much more
profitable now but the Political Influence penalty still applies. There
is a bonus that has been set at 50% for all players. This can of course
be improved with some effort.
Special actions at the moment seemed to be a bit under funded. More
investment will give you better results.
Training for a mission will give better results. You cannot order an air
strike without having the pilots train in that skill, and the ground crew
training in equipping the aircraft. The same applies for other operations.
Almost every aspect of the game has a skill level.

Ok, that’s it for another month.
Jason.

